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Providing “in-hand” ways to:

- report accidents.
- complete Safety Audits, and
- make observations/recommendations



Search the appropriate 
app store for your 
device using:

VADA GSIA.



You will find the 
VADA logo and 
the notation:

“by Mellora”

Following screen 
directions to 
download the 
app. 

Android versions 
have slight 
variations, just 
follow the cues. 



The VADA GSIA page will 
open followed by the 
Mellora Privacy Policy 
which you will be asked 
to accept.



After downloading but 
before using you will 
need the following 
credentials:

User: vadagsia
Password: wertu7 

This is a one-time event.



Before using VADA GSIA 
Quick Reports you will be 
asked to open “Settings” to 
load general information that 
will be used in the reports.

Access Settings by tapping 
the three-line menu in the 
top left and then the settings 
tab in the lower right on the 
next screen.

Again, this is a one-time 
event unless you wish to 
make changes.



Enter the default email you wish 
to automatically appear when 
sending reports.

To enter more than one, enter 
the first following by a semi-
colon (;) WITH NO SPACES.

You can add additional email 
addresses in the email format  
before sending a report.

Click the Save tab in the upper 
right, then “Done”.

Click the Three-line menu to exit 
Settings and then Quick Reports 
to return to the main screen.

Again, one-time unless changes 
are desired.



You choose the tab for the desired 
action:

- Reporting an actual Accident
- Making any type of Observation
- Initiating a Safety Inspection



Complete the requested 
information.

Tapping          allows you to 
accept, change or choose 
from Default entries such as 
employee class. 

Fields with a red asterisk  
(                    ) are 
mandatory entries before a 
report can be sent.  

Some fields require a toggle

choice.                              



The last option for a report is 
tapping the Camera tab.  

This provides options of taking 
a picture using the devices 
camera or choosing an 
existing picture in the devices 
photo album.

After selecting/taking a 
picture it will appear at the 
bottom.  Tapping the picture 
provides the option of 
choosing a color to draw and 
focus on issues. 

Up to three pictures can be 
added to a report.

To finish click “Save” then 
“Send”



Return to the Quick Reports by tapping 
“Back”.

Safety Inspections focus on work areas.

In the iOS, most questions have a 
“Yes/No” toggle.

Android OS does NOT have the yes/no 
toggle. When you click on a question it 
turns green which means it's safe. If there 
is a problem you don't click on it. 

When the inspection is emailed all 
questions are sent, the ones you clicked 
green/safe have a check mark in front of 
them. The ones you don't click on have 
an empty box in front of them.

Responses do not have to be finished in 
order.



At the end of the report there is a field 
for adding additional comments.

Again, you can add up three pictures.  

These can be “Good” examples as well 
as “At Risk” pictures.



Observations follows the 
same format.

Again, you can add up three 
pictures using the same 
process.

These can be “Good” 
examples as well as “At Risk” 
pictures.

This scissor lift might “pass” 
inspection today, but a 
cracked hard-tire was 
noticed.  Sending a note to 
maintenance for the next PM 
allows them to order a wheel 
in advance, switch it and 
reduce downtime.



Reports are stored on the 
device in use.  Return to the 
main screen by clicking 
“Back” the “File Cabinet” in the 
upper right.

Incomplete reports will have a 
red warning.  Completed and 
sent reports will have a “Email” 
notice.

Reports can be re-opened, 
changed, re-saved and re-sent 
if desired.

Actual reports are sent using a 
PDF format and are not 
editable, but again, the device 
will have the report which can 
be re-opened, modified and 
resent to document change. 



Emails loaded in Settings should appear 
automatically.  

Add additional emails before sending 
from your address book or manual entry 
by using a semi-colon (;) to separate 
them with no spaces.

Users with multiple email accounts may 
be asked to make a choice of which to 
use.



During the initial rollout you will be 
presented with the option of sending
reports to HSEQ Reports or HSEQ Reports 
AND e-mail.  

Always choose HSEQ Reports AND e-
mail.

REMEMBER, You have now sent the 
report to your dealership's claim 
coordinator who will review it and 
submit the official claim to PMA for 
processing."

IT IS GOOD PRACTICE TO CHECK WITH 
THE CLAIM COORDINATOR TO VERIFY 
THEY RECEIVED IT.



The reports will be in 
2 or more pages 
depending on style 
and the number of 
pictures.





The “?” is simply a 
demonstration of a 
drawing on a 
picture.
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